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WELCOME to the April / May 2021
edition of the Parish News. We hope all
our readers remain well, and like us are
looking forward to the end of lockdown.
We still need to keep vigilant and think of
others, thus ensuring we do our utmost
to keep the virus from spreading, as we
emerge from the pandemic restrictions.
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SPRING TIME AND LAMBING
Following a brief warm spell, it really feels like spring is in the air. While
our small animal hospital is busy at all times of year, this is an
exceptionally busy time for our farm animal team. Both lambing and
calving are coming thick and fast. Indeed, our own small flock of sheep at
home started with their lambing early in March, with one of our favourites,
Thelma, delivering triplets.
At least we now know the
tup we used this year
(Freddie) works!
Farmers prefer springtime
for lambing and calving as a
rule, the improving weather
and the greater availability
of grazing make it a better
time for young to be reared
outside.
Sheep are known as short day breeders, as they begin to cycle when day
length begins to reduce, and their melatonin levels increase. Cycles in both
cows and sheep can be manipulated using various hormones and, for
sheep, by altering light levels. We often synchronise our sheep to ensure
our small flock lamb when Laura and I are off work, and not ourselves on
call! Large farms often synchronise groups of cows and sheep to ensure
tight efficient calving and lambing periods.
Cows can calve all year round, as is often the case in dairy herds. Our area
tends to be more populated with suckler herds rather than dairy herds.
Suckler herds tend to calve more often in the springtime. Gestation
periods in cows average around 283 days, and for sheep the period is more
like 152 days.
Dystocia is the term given to a difficult birth, and indeed the reason we as
vets are often called to attend and assist the birth. Often with a fair
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amount of patience, things can be manoeuvred around to ensure that a
safe birth can occur naturally.
Sometimes, no matter what is
tried, it ends up in a surgical
intervention, known as a
caesarean. Both cows and
sheep can have these
procedures performed on the
farm. For a cow, a caesarean is
performed on a standing
patient. For a sheep, the ewe is
on her side (lateral recumbency) for the caesarean. Local anaesthetics,
epidurals, and even light sedatives are used to ensure the patient feels
nothing and is relaxed whilst we remove the calf / lamb through 'the side
door' as we often say. A caesarean often takes around half an hour to an
hour, start to finish, depending on the facilities on farm and also the
compliance of the patient. Both natural births and caesarean sections are
always really rewarding experiences, and it is worth the lack of sleep to
deliver a healthy lamb or calf.
Hopefully, as we are all gradually allowed out more as lockdowns ease, you
will be able to see a few lambs and calves out at grass enjoying some
spring sunshine. Please be respectful of livestock at all times, and where
public footpaths cross farmers’ fields ensure your dogs are on leads.
Andrew Moll BVetMed MRCVS
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STAND BY FOR BARMBY BIRDS
As I write, spring is quickly coming upon us and the garden birds are
getting ready for their breeding season. The house sparrows that dash in
and out of their pyracantha fortress in our back garden are beginning to
pick up straws. Robins are making a commotion in the hedges, and blue
tits must be on the lookout for likely nest sites. I certainly hope they notice
the new box I have put up in a reliable position on our back wall.
Last year, at a Barmby Moor Wildlife Areas meeting, David Vass kindly
made a donation so that we could fit out a new box with a miniature
camera. I have been rigging it up so that we can broadcast what happens
for everyone to see.
I have made a
weatherproof false
back for the new
birdbox. Nestled
inside is a Raspberry
Pi computer and a
miniature no-IR
camera. The camera
is similar to those
found in older mobile
phones but is without
an infra-red filter.
When I illuminate the
dim interior of the birdbox with an infra-red LED, scavenged from an old
TV remote, you can see that all is pretty clear. Birds do not see infra-red,
so the box will appear dark and inviting to them. We are looking forward
to seeing what happens.
My next task is to connect some software to take regular photos, or even
video, and post them on the web for everyone to view. Stand by for an
update on the Community Facebook page when this is ready, and the
hoped-for nest is under way. Wish us luck!
Clive Jeffery
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NEIGHBOURHOOD WATCH
Lockdown rolls on but human nature stays the same! There will always be
a criminally inclined minority ready for a quick buck when they see a
potential victim, and especially when so many of us are vulnerable.
Nowadays the means to commit crime are many and various – person to
person like pickpockets and burglars - but the increase in crime is most
marked in the number of ‘scams’, by phone or online. These cowardly
creatures can hide far from any chance of detection or consequent
punishment - but increasingly the forces of good are catching up with
them, and here the public can help by contacting
Action Fraud or many similar organisations as soon
as possible after the scam has been perpetrated.
We can also help ourselves by not giving any details
to someone you do not know on the phone or
online. In fact, if you are contacted by anyone you
do not know, stop the call at once. If that person is
genuine, they will try again and will not mind.
As we are shut in for most of the time, we feel like sitting ducks, but we
can keep our eyes and ears open for anyone who
looks suspicious in our area. This applies
particularly to our farming community who are
losing valuable equipment and, worse still, livestock
and dogs. There are increasing reports of cyberattacks against farm businesses as agriculture
becomes ever more technical and complex.
The NFU/NCSC guidance identifies the main digital
aspects that threaten farms - from computers to automated machinery,
security cameras and smartphones.
From now on, as the pace of gardening increases into spring, everyone
needs to make expensive items and equipment secure. Even catalytic
converters on cars are being targeted by criminals.
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Finally, be aware of Covid-19 scams, despicable as they are. All vaccines
are free, so if anyone gets as far under your guard as to scam your details
– well, think before you leap.
Here is to better times and nicer people around us. The last year has laid
bare the good, the bad and the best in us all.
Gail Turner
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FARMING NEWS
The crops sown last autumn seem to have overwintered reasonably well,
albeit some small areas of flooding and insect damage have not survived.
The fertiliser that has been applied is having an effect, and the fields have
greened up well. We now have a varying amount of different crops to sow
in the spring, the main one being barley for the malt used in beer making.
We also grow potatoes, carrots, peas, and turf, all of which need irrigation
in the dry summer months. The water comes from a “catch-pit” which is
really a large hole dug in the ground by excavator which fills up to the
water table level during the winter months when not being used. We will
still have a field of fallow, however as it has a large blackgrass infestation
and is still very wet underneath it will need subsoiling in the dry summer
months. This will enable us to make a timely sowing of winter wheat in
September.
The mothballed bioethanol plant on the banks of the Humber in Hull is to
reopen again later this year. The plant has not been used since 2018 due
to an oversupply of European and global ethanol. The factory can process
more than 1 million tonnes of wheat a year, sourced from farms within a
50-mile radius. At present ethanol (5% - E5 as it is called) can be added to
petrol, but from September the level will increase to E10 (10%). Good
news for farmers growing wheat but bad news for our local MP who has a
collection of vintage cars that will not run with ethanol added. One cannot
help wondering how long a life the plant has with the move to electric
vehicles.
Different organisations are taking varied views on their reopening of
events. The Great Yorkshire Show at Harrogate is to go ahead on 13th -15th
July and the Game Fair on 23rd -25th July is also scheduled to take place.
More locally the Driffield Show which is traditionally staged on a single day
is due to run over two days on 21st -22nd July. The show normally attracts
25,000 people, when held over a single day. This year’s event is expected
to see between 4,000 and 10,000 visitors each day. All the above and
other events will of course be under constant review depending on
pandemic restrictions.
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You may have noticed a ‘Red Tractor’ logo on food
labelling in shops to promote British products (or not).
It was said that this was used because the EU would
not allow us to use the Union Jack! Now that we are no
longer a member, perhaps we should plaster the flag
on all relevant foods, which would be much more
recognisable to most shoppers.
I watch sport on TV, mainly cricket, rugby and football. It suggests that the
players are in some sort of bubble, but the camera sometimes drifts
elsewhere to the crowd and to the coaches etc. Don’t they have Covid-19
in India? The 15,000 crowd are cheek by jowl with hardly any masks and
plenty of hugging. Recently a football manager/coach was seen mask-less
hugging everyone he could see on the pitch, congratulating them on their
victory, and then went and sat down by himself and promptly put on a
mask over his mouth only. What is going on? End of rant.
G O Farmer
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BOOK REVIEWS BY FELICITY BEAUMONT
A Single Thread, by Tracy Chevalier
Tracy is the author of ten novels, including Girl with
a Pearl Earring and Remarkable Creatures.
It is 1932, and the losses of the First World War are
still keenly felt. Violet Speedwell, mourning for both
her fiancé and her brother, and regarded by society
as a ‘surplus woman’ unlikely to marry, resolves to
escape her suffocating mother and strike out alone.
Moving to Winchester, she finds a job and discovers
friendship in the cathedral: the bell ringers and
embroiderers.
She gives us a vivid picture of the challenges facing such women: the
struggle to pay the rent; being viewed with suspicion or patronised by
married women; the craving for independence tempered by fear of
judgement or attack by men.
The Last Protector, by Andrew Taylor
London 1668. No one in England wants a return to
the bloody days of the Civil War. But Oliver
Cromwell’s son, Richard, has abandoned his exile
and slipped back into England. The consequences
could be catastrophic. James Marwood, a traitor’s
son turned government agent, is tasked with
uncovering Cromwell’s motives. But his assignment
is complicated by his friend – the regicide’s
daughter Cat Lovett, who knew the Cromwells as a
child and who now seems to be hiding a secret of
her own about the family.
Andrew Taylor is the author of a number of crime novels, including the
ground-breaking Roth trilogy which was adapted into the acclaimed TV
drama Fallen Angel. He has won many awards, including the CWA Diamond
Dagger, and the CWA Ellis Peters Historical Award.
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A WELCOME VISITOR TO BARMBY MOOR BECK
During each lockdown, I think we have all become much more appreciative
of the wonders of nature around us locally, particularly wildlife.
What a joy then, that a
Little Egret was spotted in
and near Barmby Beck
from November 2020. I
only got to know about this
thanks to various members
of the Barmby Moor
Community Facebook page,
who posted photos and
times of sightings of this
beautiful sparkling white heron of marshes, rivers, and coasts.
Back in January the water level of the beck was very high, and a resident
on Beckside told me that they had spotted the Little Egret looking very
woebegone under one of the large willow trees. However, before long, it
perked up and waded into the beck, pecking furiously in the fast-flowing
water, no doubt looking for prey.
Its appearance was a real talking point in the village, and everyone got
excited, when, after our newfound friend had flown off for a while, it
returned with a mate and stayed in the village for quite a few days. After
heavy rainfall, the poor things mistook the water flowing down a road in
Barmby Moor as the beck! Luckily, they did eventually locate the beck.
There was great speculation in the village as to whether the Little Egrets
were male and female, when the pair were spotted frolicking, and feeding
in the fast-flowing water, then finally flying off together!
“They’re certainly keeping me entertained in lockdown” said one resident.
“Let’s hope for baby Egrets” said another. Only time will tell, but let’s hope
this pair of feathered friends return soon to Barmby Moor.
Julia Pattison
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YOUR GARDEN IN APRIL
April’s here and spring has sprung at last! As the weather warms up and
early flowers start to bloom, all of a sudden there are many jobs to do
outside. This month, there is plenty to sow and grow in your garden and
greenhouse. But there is lots more to do besides sowing and planting out.
Here are some garden jobs for April.
Roses
If you grow roses they should already have
been pruned and they will now benefit from a
good granular feed. It’s a relatively quick and
simple task yet is one of the most beneficial
jobs you can do to ensure that your roses are
at their most healthy and floriferous when
summer arrives. Feeding provides your roses
with key nutrients that will keep them
healthy, allowing them to produce better
blooms and be more able to resist pests and
diseases. Granular feeds are easy to apply as they are simply sprinkled
over the soil and lightly forked and watered in. It is a good idea to follow
the feed immediately with a mulch. Feed again in July after the first flush
of blooms. Roses can be planted at any time of year but will require very
regular watering especially if the soil is dry and the weather warm.
Kitchen garden
April is a busy month for vegetable
growers. There is a host of edible
plants to sow under cover now:
cucumber, pumpkin, courgette,
marrow and, if you did not get
them started last month, tomatoes.
For gardeners without a
greenhouse, there are plenty of
crops that can be direct sown including carrots, leeks, parsnips, broad
beans, peas and spring onions. So, choose your seeds, get sowing and
look forward to reaping the rewards of your efforts later in the year.
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Lawns
Light de-thatching or scarifying and moss removal can be done in spring
and or autumn. Spring generally means sometime in April just as things
warm up thereby increasing the growth and recovery rate but before the
heat and dryness of summer slows things down. Heavy scarifying is better
saved until the autumn.
If the weather is fair and grass is
growing rapidly, give lawns their first
cut of the season. Raise the height of
your mower’s blades by a notch or two
for the first cut, then gradually reduce
the cutting height as the season
progresses. Spot-treat large weeds
such as dandelion and plantain with a
selective lawn weedkiller. Smarten up the lawn’s appearance, by trimming
grass along borders. Tackle bare patches by loosening the soil, sowing
grass seed and watering. On established lawns, applying a high-nitrogen
weed and feed will green-up grass and kill unsightly moss, but check
product instructions, because some cannot be applied for a brief period
after a lawn has been cut.
Houseplants
As light levels increase, and temperatures rise
houseplants put on new growth. Increase
watering and start liquid feeding – there are
general purpose feeds and specific feeds for
some plants such as orchids and citrus. If a
houseplant looks unhappy and has been in a
pot for two or more years, it may need to be
re-potted (roots bursting from drainage holes
at the bottom are a tell-tale sign). Choose a
slightly larger pot and fill with houseplant or loam-based compost. Never
use houseplant compost for orchids though as they need a bark-based
compost that allows air to reach the roots.
Penny Simmons
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MAY THE ROAD RISE UP TO MEET YOU

Photograph: Emma Gibbons

The author of this much-loved blessing is unknown, and unlike many
prayers it builds a picture in our mind’s eye. It feeds the senses, and you
can see, hear, touch, and even smell the presence of God.
Do we always use our senses as we might when we pray? This prayer
encourages us to feel God – to feel his touch in the breeze that floats on
the wind, the warmth of the sun, the gentleness of the rain and perhaps
more importantly to feel his protective hold. Each and every one of us is
so uniquely precious to God, that he holds us in the hollow of his hand.
At this time, during the Covid-19 pandemic, when so many people have
lost a loved one, this image of being held lovingly in God’s hand provides
much comfort. When someone close to us dies, it can be the loss of touch
that hurts us most. This blessing, so rich in its imagery, addresses that
pain. Here there is an understanding of that pain and our need for
physical comfort. We all desire that those we love, living and departed,
should be party to that comfort too.
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The inter-relationship between the physical and spiritual world in Celtic
spirituality emphasises that nature in its glorious passion is appreciated as
God’s gift and draws us closer to our maker. In the elements, we meet our
creator.
In the opening line the road rises to meet us suggesting an image of the
forgiving Father, who spots his prodigal son from far off and goes to meet
him. These lines also convey an understanding of life as a journey, where
God meets us along the way. Each line points beyond itself – the wind to
God’s spirit; the warmth of the sun to God’s light; the softness of the rain
to God’s compassion, for God deals gently with the dreams we nurture (our
fields).
However we may choose to use this prayer, its greatest value lies in its
challenge to us to appreciate this world and know it to be an expression of
the divine.
Adapted by Elaine Stubbings
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CHURCH SERVICES IN THE BENEFICE
During this third lockdown all services in our churches are suspended,
whether on Sundays or Wednesdays.
With the lockdown now beginning to ease you can find out what is
happening with our services by looking at the Benefice website
www.barmbymoorgroup.co.uk or by contacting Revd. Jan Hardy email:
rev.j.hardy@btinternet.com, or the churchwardens of your parish. Revd.
Jan’s and the churchwardens’ telephone numbers are on page 39 of the
magazine. The Benefice website also has readings for the week and links
to online prayers and services.
Our churches are still open for Private Prayer as follows:
•
Allerthorpe – every day 10am - 3pm
•
Barmby Moor – Wednesdays and Sundays 9am – 4pm
•
Fangfoss – Thursdays and Sundays 9am - 3pm
•
Thornton – Sundays 10am - 3pm
•
Yapham - Saturdays, Sundays and Mondays 9am - 4pm
Please follow the instructions in each church as to where to sit for prayer
and remember to wear a face covering and sanitise your hands.
Our churchyards are also open. You might like to walk to the churchyard.
In each one there is a bench for you to sit and reflect. Churchyards are
wonderful, peaceful places where you can see nature at its best and
improve your mental health and well-being.

PARISH REGISTERS
There were no baptisms or marriages in January, February and March.
We say a sad farewell and offer condolences to the family of:
Gillian Geekie, funeral and burial on 28th January at Allerthorpe
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LOCKDOWN CHURCH
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HAS TIME MOVED ON
One of our readers recorded their thoughts in poems through the weeks of
lockdown a year ago. Here is an excerpt – a sense of déjà vu perhaps?

Lockdown or Lockup? Episode 10
Another week in Lockdown and we’ve been in such a lather,
With bubbles, schools, and quarantine amongst the Covid blather.
Whilst dear old Brushless Boris burbles messages of hope,
I’d like to think it’s not just more political soft-soap,
But he seems to change his mind a lot on things he says are planned.
In fact, he’s done more U-turns than a high school marching band.
I thought I could go out a bit according to new rules,
But my wife insists that rushing in is only done by fools.
She thinks it’s best to stay locked down for now; I guess she’s right,
But I’m losing track of time a bit. Is it day or night?
Perhaps it’s just my tinnitus that sets my ears a-ringing,
But from somewhere in the garden, I keep thinking I hear singing.
Alcohol has helped a lot to keep things in perspective.
Whilst wine alone is very good, with gin it’s more effective.
The economic outlook might be really rather bad,
But I’m trying to stay positive, no point in being sad.
The Transatlantic issue, though, that makes me most depressed
Is the constant negativity of Donald’s Covid test?
Dick Ockelton
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19th June 2020

MUSHROOM, CHICKPEA AND THYME ROLLS
Ingredients for 6 rolls
150g
white onion
2 cloves garlic
150g
polenta
2 tsp
dried thyme

300g mushrooms
400g tin chickpeas
salt and pepper
300g puff pastry sheet

Preheat oven to 170˚C (150˚C
fan, gas mark 3).
Process the onion and garlic
until finely chopped and place
in a bowl.
Process the mushrooms until
finely chopped and place in the
bowl.
Drain the chickpeas, keeping the water, and then process until roughly
chopped to give texture. Add to the bowl. Add the rest of the ingredients
to the bowl and mix well.
Cut the puff pastry sheet in half lengthways. Place half the mixture in a
strip along one side of each cut strip, keeping the mixture as even as
possible all the way along. Fold the other sides of the pastry over the
filling and wet the edge with a little water and press down to seal.
Cut each long roll into three even rolls and place on a lined tray. Score the
tops of the rolls with a sharp knife and brush with the reserved chickpea
water.
Place in the oven for 30-35 minutes until golden and risen. These rolls
make a pleasant change from sausage rolls.

Elaine Stubbings
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NEWS FROM ALLERTHORPE
Allerthorpe Plant Sale 2021 – starts Easter weekend
This year many hundreds of good quality,
well-priced plants will be on sale throughout
the spring in Allerthorpe. Starting over the
Easter weekend watch out for spring
perennials which will include primulas, violets,
hellebores and pulmonarias. The sale will
continue with an extensive range of
perennials such as lupins, delphiniums,
Siberian iris and monarda. This will be
followed by a succession of young vegetable
plants and annuals when the plants are ready, and the weather is suitable
(probably mid/late May onwards and into June).
So do keep a lookout for plants outside the church – you will need cash as
payment will be made into the honesty boxes.
Any spare 1 litre pots would be appreciated by the growers – please
contact Penny Simmons 01759 303832.
Coffee Morning and Grand Cake Sale – Saturday 26th June
What a long time since our last coffee morning
and cake stall! We are hopeful that by June 26th
all Covid-19 restrictions will have been lifted and
we will all be able to meet together for coffee
and much-needed chat alongside the purchase of
some delicious home-baking.
Reopening of the Clock on the Wall Hair
Salon
April 12th is the date we will all be looking forward to
when non-essential shops and businesses can reopen
their doors to us.
Amanda will be reopening our local hairdressing salon.
She is already taking bookings so make sure you get
your appointment booked!
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Churchyard tidy-up
Thank you to everyone who turned out on Saturday 6th March to help with
the spring tidy-up. Your help was much appreciated.
Help for those in need during Coronavirus outbreak
If you need help
*Picking up shopping
*Posting mail
*Urgent supplies
*A friendly phone call
Then contact Jane Smith at:
jkdsmith@icloud.com or call 01759
740198. Leave a message and contact
number and she will get back to you asap.
Food Bank
Ken Cutsforth has asked that we thank you all for your continued support
and extremely generous donations. Hull Food Bank provides help for
people in crisis. It is part of a nationwide network of foodbanks supported
by the Trussell Trust working to combat poverty and hunger across the UK.
A sign is displayed outside The Gables in the village to say when the food
donations are due for collection.
Right now, the following items are needed urgently.
Tinned rice pudding
Biscuits
Long life milk
Tinned fish
Tinned tomatoes
Jubilee Church in Hull has asked for some
men’s casual and work clothing donations.
However, this will have to be arranged
separately from the food bank and will not be
happening until the end of May at the earliest.
So, check in our next village news issue for
further details and meanwhile maybe you can
put some suitable men’s clothing aside.
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Volunteers needed
We are in of need 2 more church cleaners / flower arrangers to help keep
our village church looking lovely. Only 5 or 6 times a year. Please contact
Anne Melville (01759 306393) if you would like to help.
Takeaways from the Plough
If the weather is warm enough, we will hopefully be able to enjoy dining
outside the Plough from April 12th. But
there are still delicious takeaways to be
had if the weather is inclement!
So, if you fancy a night off cooking, do
not forget:
Thursday, Friday, Saturday - 5pm until
8pm.
Sundays 4pm - 7pm.
Ring your orders from 10am (01759 302349). Payment over the phone.
100 Club Winners
February: £25 – Ivy Cowley (65), Pam Moll (2), Chris Ensor (343), Isabelle
Beattie (283).
March: £25 – Toby Simmons (106), Eve Hogben (355), Abbie Dixon (29),
Mark Brook (34).

NEWS FROM BARMBY MOOR
Barmby Moor Calley Trust
Occasionally families or individuals may need a little extra help when
perhaps, sickness, disability or unemployment make it difficult to manage.
Perhaps your child has an educational need such as buying extra
equipment or school uniform that is difficult to budget for.
The Calley Trust may be able to help with a grant. The Trust also
welcomes applications from organisations for educational or welfare
purposes. Applications from residents or organisations within Barmby Moor
are considered by the trustees in strict confidence and should be made to
the clerk: Barry Malin, Phone: (01759) 303189, Email:
lodgebarmbymoor@gmail.com
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Laptops, Tablets, Smart Phones
Do you wish knew more? You can, in a friendly and supportive
environment, at the Boot-It Club in Barmby Moor. This lottery funded club
has now been going for over 5 years.
We learn, laugh, and when we no longer have to zoom, we have lots of
sausage rolls, biscuits and coffee.
The club takes place at the Boot and Slipper pub on Thursday mornings
between 10am and 12pm. We have talks on up to date / everyday issues,
practise and have individual help. Nobody is too old or too young,
everyone is welcome at any level. We pay £6 for a two-hour session with a
free taster session to start.
Please get in touch with Bronya Emmison and tell us what topics you would
like help with. www.boot-it.org.uk or phone 07711137680
,
St. Catherine's Church 100 Club
The winners in the St. Catherine's Church 100 Club draws are as follows:
January 2021: £20 - Ulrika Goodwin (112), £15 - Rachel Crosland (225),
£10 - John Wilkinson-Mudd (223)
February 2021: £20 - Noel Whincup (210), £15 - Fiona Anderson (121),
£10 - Tony Shepherdson (133)
Thank you to all who have continued to support St Catherine's through
these challenging times and the best of luck to everyone for 2021!
Many thanks
Gareth and Caryl Shephard
Barmby Moor Playing Field 100 Club
January Draw: First prize - £76.50 Ruth Rudd (23), Second prize - £51.00
Steve Collier (88), Third prize - £25.50 Dave Smith (101).
February Draw: First prize - £76.50 Graham Wilcock (38), Second prize £51.00 Kevin Smith(45), Third prize - £25.50 Dave Smith (101).
The January draw was held on 31st January and shown on Facebook. The
February draw was made on 28th February at the Playing Field Association
AGM, held remotely via Teams, with the results published on Facebook.
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NEWS FROM FANGFOSS, BOLTON AND SPITTAL
100 Club
January 2021: £25 - Sue Redshaw (84), Pat Greenwood (153)
February 2021: £25 - Helen Taylor (23), Liz McPherson ( 149)
Jubilee Park
At the beginning of March, a few
members of the committee and
friends formed a "socially distanced"
working party to try and bring the
willow sculptures back into
reasonable forms. They heavily
pruned the structures, knowing that
by the time summer comes they will
be completely covered with leaves.
The tunnel is particularly popular with children.
At the moment we would remind all visitors to the Park to abide by
government guidelines. This includes how far people can travel for
exercise or the numbers allowed to meet together.
The potatoes for the potato contest have all been sold, and should be
all chitting now ready for planting out when the weather is warmer. This is
always a good fund raiser for the Park, and at the time of printing it is
uncertain what other events will take place. It will depend on government
guidelines as to whether Fangfest and the Bonfire will be able to go ahead.
We are encouraging everyone to
get their cameras clicking to try and
get the winning photo for the
Jubilee Park calendars which will be
sold towards the end of the year.
Stay safe.
Lyn Grant
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Photo Competition 2020 – A selection from the entries

Elena Ratzchen
Kelly Saunders

Gerry Grant

Jane Cook

Gerry Longley
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Delivery of Parish News
Thank you to all the fantastic team who deliver copies of Parish News to
homes in Fangfoss, Spittal and Bolton. Your help is very much appreciated.
We are looking for a volunteer to deliver the magazine to properties (in
Bolton) on Bolton Lane and Newbridge Lane. Please contact Julia Cockman
(01759 369662 / julia.cockman@gmail.com) if you are able to help.
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NEWS FROM THORNTON AND MELBOURNE
Welcome
We would like to welcome Leanne, Neil, Ted, and Flo Hargreaves to
Thornton. We are looking forward to being able to welcome you properly
when government guidelines allow.
Services
Church Services remain suspended at present. Please look at the Benefice
website (www.barmbymooorgroup.co.uk) for when they will resume. St.
Michael's Church Thornton remains open for quiet prayer Sundays 10-3pm
PCC News
The PCC welcomes Kate and Chris Groves, who are our new joint
Treasurers. Our thanks for taking on this role. We would like to thank our
past Treasurer Nikki Wilson for all her hard work, and we are glad that you
remain on the PCC with your husband James.
If you have any fund-raising ideas then please let your churchwardens,
Claire Triffitt and Dave Whitwell, know.
Looking Forward
Hopefully, lockdown will continue to ease and, if everyone obeys the rules
and guidelines, this will happen sooner rather than later.
With children returning to school, and getting back into studying mode, we
trust that parents, who have been home schooling, have recovered from
their teaching roles. A glimmer of hope that life is returning to 'normal'.
Spring is on its way and it is great to see that everyone's garden is looking
glorious with spring flowers, in particular Barbara Chamberlain's.
Local History
For those of you that are interested in local history, Sue Hendry has a
Facebook page (Melbourne memories) for Melbourne and Thornton.
Please contact Sue if you have any memories or photos that you are willing
to share.
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100 Club
The results of the draw at the PCC meeting held on Tuesday 16th March
are posted on the noticeboard and in Church.
Parish Council
Face-to-face meetings including this year’s AGM have been suspended
during the Covid-19 pandemic. However, if you have any concerns in
respect of the parish or items you would like discussed, then please contact
any member of the Parish Council or our clerk Claire Triffitt
(claire.triffitt@btinternet.com).
By addressing concerns and responding to ideas we can improve and help
our village life.
Highway Matters
The Parish Council is very aware of the appalling state of the roads and has
a meeting with ERYC in May to discuss this issue further. If you see a
pothole then please report it on the ERYC website at
www.eastriding.gov.uk/environment/roads-streets-traffic-andparking/roads-pavements-and-traffic/traffic-management-and-road-safety/
The more people complain then the quicker the repair will be carried out.
Hopefully when Hagg Bridge reopens, the volume and speed of traffic will
lessen. This should enable the roads to be repaired and allow tranquillity
to return to our village.
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NEWS FROM YAPHAM-CUM-MELTONBY
Well, it looks as though we are seeing some light at the end of the Covid19 tunnel and hopefully we will have services resuming as vaccinations
continue to roll out. Our church is open on Saturdays, Sundays, and
Mondays for private prayer.
Annual Meetings
Our Annual Meeting for 2019, that should have taken place in April 2020,
finally took place via ZOOM on 4th February and our serving officers and
council members remain the same. Our annual meeting for 2020 will
hopefully take place on 20th May at 1.30pm outside the church.
Easter Services
Following our PCC meeting on 11th March, we are happy to announce that
on 2nd April there will be the usual Good Friday service at 10.00am.
On Easter Day there will be a service of Morning Prayer, after which will be
a short Communion service. The time will be decided later and will be
advertised outside the church.
Resumption of Services
After Easter, Morning Prayer will be on each fourth Sunday of the month at
10.45am and Communion on each first Sunday at 9.15am. We believe the
majority of our regular attendees will have had at least one vaccination by
then.
Fallen Tree
Some of you will be aware that the village recently suffered a power cut
when half of one of the conifers at the east end of the church was blown
over into the field at the other side of the fence. The tree was not diseased
as far as we can see and is in the process of being cleared.
100 Club
It has proved difficult to organise this year until there is an end to
lockdown and times become more normal.
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YAPHAM CRICKET CLUB
COME AND GET INVOLVED!
Lockdown blues? Frustrated by inactivity during the pandemic? Well, there
are opportunities for all at our local cricket club (Yapham CC) - playing,
helping with juniors, volunteering, fundraising, supporting or just sitting in
the sunshine watching!
With the prospect of playing again as Covid-19 restrictions are lifted we
look forward to welcoming everyone back the club.
Firstly, the children:
we will be running ‘All
Stars Cricket’ for a
fourth consecutive
year. Aimed at
introducing boys and
girls from ages 5 to 8
to the game in a fun
and exciting way it
has been an
immensely popular
programme.
Parents sign up online - making sure to have Yapham CC as the centre.
The course fee is £40 which covers 8 weekly sessions of instruction starting
on Friday 11 June. Additionally, all children get a goodie bag with bat,
personalised tee-shirt, cap, ball and so on.
Mums, dads, nans, and grandads are all actively encouraged to join in so
you will have plenty of ideas for back garden cricket too!
We are starting a little later than normal so can all be assured that we are
Covid-19 safe and complying with national guidelines.
A new national programme this year is ‘Dynamos Cricket’ for boys and girls
aged 8 to 11. Starting on Wednesday 28 July it will be run on Wednesdays
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and Fridays for 8 sessions. Aiming to build on the All Stars experience we
will be having games-based sessions that are fun and dynamic.
As with All Stars booking is online, the price is the same (£40) and again all
participants get a goodie bag with wooden bat, cap, personalised shirt, and
ball. The booking line will be opening in the next few weeks!
Yapham Cricket Club also runs coaching sessions for children from Year 2
upwards throughout the season with U9’s, U11s, U13s and U15s teams
playing in the York and District Cricket Association competitions. These are
for both boys and girls and there are further opportunities for girls as
Yapham is a ‘hub club’ for girls’ cricket working with the Yorkshire Cricket
Board for the last seven years to encourage girls and women’s cricket.
At adult level Yapham Women play in the Yorkshire Women and Girls
Cricket League. If this sounds too high powered, do not worry as we
actively encourage new starters with soft ball as well as hard ball
opportunities, with an emphasis on enjoyment and the social aspects of the
game.
Yapham Men’s 1st team plays in Division 2 of the Hunters York and District
Senior League having won the league last year. The Men’s 2nd team play
in the top division of the York Vale League and there are a number of
Sunday friendlies.
We are always keen to welcome fresh players to our new clubhouse and
bar and as we are an all-volunteer club, offers of help are always
appreciated. All of the club’s 12 ECB qualified coaches have current DBS
clearance and there are 3 Safeguarding Officers.
So, in a big year for cricket, kick off those lockdown blues and come along
and join in – we would love to see you!
If you would like to find out more call Martin Eede on 07743930352 or
write to martinhighridge174@gmail.com
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ADVERTISING SPACE - GREAT RATES
Please contact Mark Stageman 01759 303862
misitaalgoec@gmail.com
Please contact us
now to place your
advert. Prices per
year (6 issues).

⅛ page

£70

¼ page

£125

½ page

£225

full page

£405

.

SOME CONTACT NUMBERS . . . . . . . . . .

01759. . . . . . .

Revd Jan Hardy

307490

Allerthorpe, St Botolph’s Church
Mr Tim O’Gram
Mr Mark Stageman

303180
303862

Barmby Moor, St Catherine’s Church
Mr Gordon Fallowfield

380362

Fangfoss, St Martin’s Church
Mr John Greenwood

369562

Thornton and Melbourne, St Michael’s Church
Mrs Claire Triffitt
Mr David Whitwell

318955
318064

Yapham, St Martin’s Church
Dr Elaine Stubbings

304773

Thank you to Elena Ratzchen for the front cover picture.

Please submit photos, articles, notices, adverts
for the June – July 2021 issue to
Mark Stageman, email misitaalgoec@gmail.com
by Tuesday 11th May 2021 latest.
All enquiries to any member of the Editorial Team
as listed on page 3. Thank you.
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